A convex body R in Euclidean d-space E d is reduced if every convex body K C R different from R has thickness smaller than the thickness A(R) of R. We prove that every reduced polygon P C E 2 is contained in a disk of radius A(P) centered at a boundary point of P.
852
E. Fabinska We omit an easy proof of the following claim.
CLAIM. Let S be a disk with center c and let |W;IU;3| = diam (5) . If W2 G CW3, then for every point d G bd(6 l ) we have 1^2^31 < \w2d\ < \u)2W\\.
THEOREM. For every reduced polygon P C E 2 there exists a disk D of radius A (P) centered at a boundary point of P such that P C D.
Proof. Without any loss of generality we may assume that A(P) = 1. According to Theorem 4 of [5] the only point on the side f ¿+(n-i)/2 w i+(n+i)/2 in the distance 1 from V{ is tl. Thus, the only candidates for D are the disks Di for i = 1,..., n, that is, D = Di for some i G {1,..., n}. Hence, it suffices to prove that P C Di for some i. Suppose, to the contrary, that Consequently, we assume that for every disk D{ there exists at least one vertex of P which does not belong to this disk.
For the convenience of the reader we divide the proof into Parts 1-5. Part 1. Recall that diam(P) = max{sec/?j;i = l,...,n} (see (16) in [5] ). Without lost of generality we may assume that diam(P) = sec(3\. Then from the triangle viii+(n+i)/2 w i+(n+i)/2 we see that \ v \ v i+{n+i)/2\ = diam(P), see Figure 1 . Consider the disk B\ of radius diam(P) centered at the point v\. Denote by w this intersection point of bd(Bi) with L1+(n+1y2 for which w and are on one side of M\. Applying Claim to disk B\ we obtain |il+(n+l)/2H < |tl+(n+l)/2t>l+(n+l)/2|-Since \h+{n+\)/2Vu-(n+l)/2\ = 1 and the radius of Di+(n+iy2 is A(P) = 1, it follows that wvi+^n+iy2 c -Di+(n+i)/2-Moreover, observe that by Theorem 8 of [5] the equality |«iii+(n+i)/2l = tan/3\ implies |viii+(n+i)/2| < Hence
P <jiDi for i -1,... ,n. Part 2. Let -Bi+( n +i)/2 be the disk of radius diam(P) centered at t>i+( n +i)/2-In the reasoning used in Part 1, we may replace the pair of disks (-Di+( n +i)/2> B\) by the pair (Di, -Bi+( n +i)/2)-Then we obtain Part 3. Let h be the smallest index such that v^ ^ £*i+(n+i)/2-Its existence is ensured by the assumption (1). By (2) we have 1 + (n + l)/2 < h < n (see Figure 2) . (3) we conclude that P C D\. This contradicts the assumption (1) . Now consider the opposite situation, when vi £ Ds. Let ws be this intersection point of bd(Di) with Ls for which ws and ts are on one side of Mi. Since |isi;i| < 1, applying Claim to disk D\, we get \tsws\ < | < 1. Hence, analogously like in Part 3, we get v\ws C Ds and v\,..., j/2 £ Ds. Thus by (7) and (8) we obtain P C Ds. Again this contradicts the assumption (1).
This completes the proof.
• REMARKS. In [6] there is also shown that every reduced polygon P is contained in a disk of radius | • A (P) (with center not necessarily at the boundary of P). The author conjectures that every reduced polygon P can be covered by a disk of radius ^diam 2 (P)/A(P). Observe that this estimate is sharp for regular odd-gons. Let us mention the unpublished conjecture of M. Lassak that also every reduced convex body K of any normed plane M 2 is a subset of a disk of M 2 of radius A(K) centered at a boundary point of K. For some results on reduced bodies in normed spaces see [3] and [7] .
